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1 Introduction 
It is apparent that onomatopoeic words 2 ) are coasidered to be unique in linguistic signs. 
De Saussure explained that onomatopoeic words did not follow the primary principle of 
linguistic sign, i.e. arbitrariness, and therefore onomatopoeic words are located in the 
peripheral area of a language system. It is true that the relationship between onomatopoeic 
words and reference, i.e. motivation, is unquestionably against the property of linguistic 
sign. 3 ) 
Jespersen (1964: 402-403) explains that sound symbolism concerning a vowel i and such 
features as narrowness, thinness, smallness, weakness and closeness is widely seen in many 
languages including English (little, tiny), French (petit), Latin (minutus) and so on; 
Japanese (chiisai) also shares the similarity. 
There is, however, a possibility that features that had been in the central area of a 
language were transferred into the periphery while changes of linguistic structure ocurred, 
and that these features remained there. For example, some words remain in dialects long 
after they have disappeared from the central dialect from which they originated. The · 
author would like to suggest that the possibility of this kind of phenomenon applies to 
onomatopoeic words. In other words, it is the possibility that onomatopoeic words preserve 
some feature which has since been lost in the central area of a language. 
An onomatopoeic word which has the ablaut 4 ), i.e. vowel gradation in terms of the 
forms of lips and the movements of the tongue in the Altaic languages is analysed in the 
present paper, and the same investigation is proposed to analyse an onomatopoeic word of 
Japanese. Target languages in the study share the characteristic that they are relatively 
abundant in onomatopoetic expressions. It does not mean, of course, that other languages 
do not include the phenomenon, nor is it intended to be any evidence concerning their 
origins. However, it is well known that the Altaic languages and Japanese share .. many 
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common features, such as word order, and the author believes that there is also something 
common in the onomatopoetic words of these languages. Since onomatopoeic words are 
relevant to the emotional representations in languages, it is possible to think that speakers 
of these languages share some similar linguistic consciousness in their expression. If the 
common features are not derived from linguistic origins, they reveal that such similarities 
could appear despite diversity of human languages and they will be related with 
typological study with regard to onomatopoeic words. 5 ) 
2 Onomatopoeia in the Turkic languages 
2-1 Dialectal classification in the Turkic languages 
According to Shogaito (1989e: 937 -942) the Turkic languages are divided to SIX maJor 
dialectal groups. From four groups of them, one or two dialects are chosen in the 
following: Yellow Uighur in the Northern Dialect, Tatar and Kazakh in the North-Western 
and Central Dialect, Uzbek and New-Uighur in the Eastern Dialect and Turkish in the 
South-Western Dialect. There remain two groups which are not represented here, I.e. 
Y akut and Chuvash; the two languages make up independent groups by themselves 
respectively. 
There are many types of onomatopoeia in the Turkic Languages other than the ablaut 
type; in Turkish the most common is the duplication type, such as bar bar, tmgzr tzngzr. 
Here onomatopoeic words which carry a vowel opposition in terms of lip-rounding and 
tongue-raising are examined because this type is the second most common in the Turkic 
languages, and every Turkic language seems to share this type of onomatopoeia, i.e. 
onomatopoeic words with an unrounded and open vowel [a] or similar sounds, and a 
rounded and close vowel [u] or similar sounds. 
The reason why these two vowels are so predominant is not clear, but one possibility is 
that the degree of tongue-raising is the largest between [a] and [u] in back vowels 
compared to [e] and [y] in front vowels. The wider difference in positions of the tongue 
may make the contrast between the two vowels in an onomatopoetic pair more impressive 
to a speaker of the language. 





4 ' rustle, write smoothly' 
5 do. 
6 ' crackle' 
7 'foot it; bump, thud' 
The following examples are not classified as onomatopoeic words but as adjectives or 
adverbs in Lei(1992), although their function is thought to be quite similar to onomatopoeic 
words. 
8 'half-cooked, rare, raw' 
9 'fully; closely' 
10 'crush; crackle' 




15 'in pieces' n 
16 'rollingly' 
18 'mumble' 




2-4 Onomatopoeia in Tatar 8 l 
23 'flash' 
24 'thud. thump' 
25 'clatter. rattle' 
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2-5 Onomatopoeia in Kazakh sl 
26 'with a crackling sound (as at ripping)' 
27 'crackling, rattling, knocking noise' 
28 an onomatopo~ic word for a heavy tramping 
29 'crackling' 
30 'loud, frequent clatter' 
31 'sharp crack, crash, roar' 
32 'crunch, crackle, crash' 
33 'brilliantly, glitteringly' 
34 'rumble; clip-clop' 
35 'the whistle of a whip' 
36 'bang' 




)KapaHr-)KypyHr 'jingle jangle' 
TapaK{a)-TypyK_ 'tramp' 
LJ:apc-qypc crunch' 
waJiorr-wyJiyrr ' splash' 
37 'bubble (an onomatopoeic word for boiling rice)' 
38 'bubble (an onomatopoeic word for boiling something in water)' 
In the language the following words which are not onomatopoeic words consist of the 
same ablaut as onomatopoeic words. 
aKa-yKa 
KaJITa-Ky JITa 
'brothers' < aKa 'an elder borther' + yKa 'a younger brother, a 
younger sister' 




'very complicated' < qaJIKaw 'complicated' 
'old people' < KapH 'old, aged' 
2-7 Onomatopoeia in New Uighur11 ) 
39 'brilliantly, glitteringly' 
40 'fluently' 
41 'bubble' 
42 'whip, whisk' 
43 'buzz' 
44 'oh, oops' 
gaz-guz 'frizzle' 
45 'bang bang' 
par-pur 'brilliantly, glitteringly' 
paz-puz 'hiss' 
sar-sur ' a noise of a heavy rain 
taraq-turuq 'clang, clip-clop 
waz-wuz 'frizzle' 
yalt-yult 'brilliantly, glitteringly' 
2-8 Onomatopoeia in Turkish121 
catlr cutur etmek 'clash, crackle' 
dan dun 'bang-bang 
' gac1r gucur scrape 
has1r husur 'rustle' 
katlr kutur 'clop. crunch' 
lang1r lungur 'rattle' 
sang1r sungur 'crash' 
tak tuk 'slam 
yamru yumru 'distortedly. windingly' 
The following onomatopoeic words consist of the front vowels that are opposed in 
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roundness and tongue-raising. 
kern kiim etmek 'answer ambiguously' 
In the first syllable of an onomatopoeic word such as catzr (:utur, the opposition of both 
roundness and tongue-raising is maintained while in the second syllable z and u are only 
opposed in terms of roundness because they are both high vowels. In addition, there are 
such examples as dan dun and tak tuk. These support the proposition that roundness IS a 
more primary feature than tongue-raising in these examples. 
As explained above, the ablaut type of onomatopoeia with the opposition of roundness 
and tongue-raising, i.e. [a] and [u] (or [o] in some examples), are widely seen among many 
Turkic,languages. 
3 Onomatopoeia in the Mongolian languages 
3-1 Dialectal classification in the Mongolian languages 
According to Kuribayashi (1992c: 517-526), there are s1x major Mongolian dialectal 
groups. The author examines examples from four groups: Kalmuck in the Western Dialect, 
Buriat in the Northern Dialect, Khalkha Mongolian in the Central Dialect and Ordas in the 
Southern Dialect. The remaining dialectal groups are the Eastern and the isolated dialects. 
There are many ablaut types of onomatopoeia in the Mongolian Languages although 
duplication is also widely seen as in Turkic. Some examples of onomatopoeia consist of the 
vowel opposition in terms of roundness and tongue-raising. 
3-2 Onomatopoeia in Kalmuck13) 
46 'suddenly; here and there' 
47 'clanging sound with a hammer' 
48 'chatter; boom' 
49 'roar, rumble, rustle, whine' 
50 'rattle; crash' 
51 'crush/ smash/ squash flat' 
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52 'stumble' 
53 'blurred, dark, dim; ambiguously, incompletely' 
54 do. 
55 'bable, chatter, gab' 
56 'rattle' 
57 'stumble' 
58 'slosh, splash; gulp' 
The following example consists of unrounded vowels and rounded vowels while there IS 
not much difference in a degree of tongue-raising. 
59 'here and there' 
3-3 Onomatopoeia in Buriat14> 
6y .nar-6a.nar 'blur, dim' 
6yp-6ap 'gnarl, mumble' 
6ypar-6apar ' a dim light; darkness ' 
rraJI-rryJI 'ooze, spurt; mumble' 
rryr-rrar a noise of motor 
rryp-rrap 'tush, tut' 
rryc-rrac unclear sound 
Ta6-Ty6 'clop-clop, tramp' 
Tap-Typ nag, quarrel; boom ' 
HaTa-HyTa 'broken into pieces' 
xap-xyp 'grate, snort' 
waJI-lllYJI 'bubble, gurgle; pour, rush, rickle' 
lllaM-lllYM 'mumble' 
lllap-wyp 'squeak, squeaJ' 
3-4 Onomatopoeia in Khalkha Mongolian15> 
.nyH (r) .naH 'rattle, clatter' 
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cyp cap, cap cyp 'whistle' 
Tyr Tar 'rattle' 





There are examples that may be regarded as being similar to onomatopoeic words. 
6an:ar-6y n:sr 'twilight' 
. 6ypc 6apc 'obscurely' 
6ypsr 6apar do. 
D:):" D:H9H n:an:HaH 'babble' 
rrafi rryfi 'Goodness!, Gracious!' 
The following examples of onomatopoeia consist of unrounded vowels and rounded 
vowels while there is not much difference in a degree of tongue-raising. 
n:sr n:yr 'doze off; bumpy' 
n:srsH n:oroH 'rattle' 
n:sH D:YH 'with an effort; blurredly, dimly' 
9HX9JI JIOHXOJI (TyHXaJI) 'bumpy' 
T9pT TOpT, TOpT T9pT 'rattle' 
There are examples that may be regarded as being similar to onomatopoeic words of 
this type. 
LI:9HCJI9X D:OHCJIOX XOpW. 
X9JI9M!HH LJ:OJIOM!OH xopw. 
9BJI9H XOBJIOH yfJ:JiaX 
'swing' 
'speak clearly' 
'burst into tears, cry loudly' 
These examples support the idea that the opposition of roundness is the primary feature 
in the ablaut of these onomatopoeic words, as we have seen in Turkish. 
Ozawa (1977: 69-75, 106-107) points out that there 1s the vowel opposition m Khalkha 
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Mongolian between a/e, o/o and u/u respectively, and also that there is the vowel 
opposition in terms of roundness in Proto-Mongolian, i.e. u/u ,....,__ *z/i in high vowels and 
o,...,__a; o,...,__e in low vowels. 
3-5 Onomatopoeia in Ordos16J 
60 'clatter' 
61 'bark, thump repeatedly' 
62 'drizzle, rustle' 
63 'bang, crash' 
64 'splash' 
65 'clip-clop, foot it' 
66 'whisper' 
67 'rumble; mumble' 
68 'fall on the ground, slam' 
69 'clip-clop' 




4 Onomatopoeia in the Manchu-Tungus languages 
4-1 Dialectal classification in the Manchu-Tungus languages 
According to Ikegami (1989: 1058-1083), there are four major groups in the Manchu-
Tungus languages. Here, only two languages are examined, mainly because it is difficult 
to collect linguistic data of other dialects. It is noticeable that both languages. i.e. Ewenki 
and Manchu, share the features that the ablaut type may occur in onomatopoeic words 
although the two languages contain other types of onomatopoeia. Like Turkic and 
Mongolian, Manchu-Tungus also have onomatopoeic words with the opposition in terms of 
roundness and tongue-raising, although there are different types of onomatopoeia, such as 
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the duplication and other kinds of the ablaut m Manchu-Tungus as well as Turkic and 
Mongolian. 
4-2 Onomatopoeia in Ewenki171 
72 'whistle' 
73 'chatter' 
74 'grumble, mumble' 
75 'walk slowly at night' 
76 'look around nervously' 
77 'rattle' 
4-3 Onomatopoeia in Manchu 181 
dordon dardan seme 
jar jar 
kotong katang seme 
lokdo lakda 
porpon parpan 




fu fa seme 
kuku kaka 
muk mak seme 
pulu pala 
sumbur sambar seme 
tungki tangki 
'shivering, shaking' 
the sound of people or birds screaming 
'hard and dry' 
'clumsy, awkward' 
'with the nose and eyes both running (of weeping)' 
'in quantity, in profusion' 
'honest, forthright' 
'dragging the foot, stifflegged' 
the sound of whispering or talking in a low voice 
the sound of panting 






hui hai seme 
ko.tu kata 
the sound made by a flock of flying birds 
'dizzy, unsteady' 
the sound of walking feet 
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The following example also consists of a rounded vowel and an unrounded vowel. 
gungguceme genggeceme 'irresolute, shrinking from decision or responsibility, 
apprehensive' 
It is noticeable that in Manchu there are very few examples of onomatopoeia with two 
rounded vowels compared to the above examples, i.e. a and o, u, u, although other pairs 
of vowels are seen in the language: those with a and i, a and e, e and i. 
5 Onomatopoeia in Japanese 
It is said that Japanese is a language that traditionally has a wealth of emotional 
expressions including many onomatopoeic words. The oldest literature in Japanese already 
contains some examples of onomatopoeia. The author thinks that ablaut onomatopoeic 
words have been used through Old Japanese to Modern Japanese.19) 
5-1 Onomatopoeia in Old Japanese 
In the present paper, Old Japanese is defined as the language which is reflected in the 
literature in the eighth century. The most important literature in this period is Kojiki, 
Nihonshoki and Manyoshu in which all words are transliterated by Chinese characters. It is 
noticeable that Old Japanese is abundant in the ablaut between a and o/o, which was 
very productive in those days. A number of words which are still used today were created 
through the ablaut. For example, pasa 'nip' and paso 'narrow', kura 'dark' and kuro -
'black', pira 'open (v.)' and piro 'wide', and ka 'that' and ko 'this' and so on. See 
Matsumoto (1974). 
Onomatopoeic words with a and o are collected here although they do not number 




'small, light, thin objects continually falling and scattering: scatter' 
Manyoshu 4360 
'the action of small, light objects falling softly, one another: scatter' 
Manyoshu 4235 
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'description of sprinkling snow' Manyoshu 2323 
'description of a branch etc. bending' Manyoshu 1618 
'description of a branch etc. bending' Manyoshu 2228 
'the sound of leaves etc. flowing or brushing together, for a breeze to blow 
quietly and softly: rustle; noisy' Manyoshu 133, sayasaya 'the sound made 
when objects rub together: rustle' Nihonshoki; Kayo 74, Manyoshu 133 
soya 'the sound of leaves etc. flowing or brushing together:• rustle' Manyoshu 
2089, 4398 
tataku 'knock, tap' Nihonshoki 
todo 'a knocking sound, clip-clop' Manyoshu 2653, 3467 
tawatawa 'description of a branch etc. bendirfg' Manyoshu 2315 
towowo 'description of a branch etc. bending' Manyoshu 4220 
tawotawo 'description of a branch etc. bending' 
kawara 
koworo 
'the sound made when hard objects strike one another: rustle, clatter' 
Nihonshoki, Kojiki 
'the sound or action of a considerably heavy object rolling: rumble' 
Nihonshoki 
The following examples are not onomatopoeic words because the former is a verb while 
the latter is a noun, but both words are relevant to description of the state of objects and 
consist of a/o20 ) 
tatape 
totomi 
'fill with water etc.' 
'the flow' Manyoshu 1780 
5-2 Onomatopoeia in Middle Japanese 
"Middle" Japanese covers a long period of time, almost over a thousand year; obviously, 
it is impossible to see it as a unified entity. Onomatopoeic words belonging to neither Old 





'something soft and a little heavy drops repeatedly' 
'knock, tap, chop wood' 1254 
'the sound made when objects rub together, the sound of wind blowing to 
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branchs on trees, or the sound of harp: rustle' 13c. 
sokusoku 'the sound of stepping slowly and steadily' 1553 
taratara 'for liquid to drop repeatedly in a line: drip, trickle' 1603 
torotoro 'description of a slow, gentle flow: drip, trickle' 14c. 
daradara 'for liquid to drop continuously : do.' 
dorodoro 'a liquid which is of high density and very sticky, or something that nature 
flowing: do.' 1809-13 
karakara21 > the sound of something hard and heavy turning, rolling: clatter' 12c. 
korokoro 'the sound or action of a small, round object rolling continuously: a rolling 
noise' 1275 
kasakasa 'the sound made when thin, light "objects rub together, or dried, frail 
objects crumble or collide: rustle' 1643 
kosokoso 'the sound made when dry objects rub each other: rustle' lie. 
gasagasa 'the sound of soft objects rubbing, slipping or collapsing: do.' 1604-09 
gosogoso 'the sound or feeling of hard but light objects rubbing or touching: do.' 
10c. 
katakata 'the continuing rattling sound made when two hard objects strike together 
lightly: rattle, clatter' 1643 
kotokoto 'the sound made when a hard object continually strikes something lightly: 
rattle' 1603 
gatagata 'the sound of two hard objects hitting together, or of an object shaking, 
shuddering etc: do.' 1603 
gotogoto 'a repetitive knocking sound. It is a larger, duller sound than is kotokoto, 
with the weight or vibration of the objects involved becoming greater: do.' 
1604-09 
5-3 Onomatopoeia in Modern Japanese 
Modern Japanese includes a great number of examples of onomatopoeia, some of which 
can be traced back to their origin in Old Japanese. 
pan pan 
ponpon 
'filled to bursting' 
'fill something to the brim. Also to .fill something so full that it appears as 
though it could burst at any moment.' . 
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'a lump of something becoming dry and crumbling into pieces' 
'the sound or action of grain-like objects falling against something and 
scattering' 
'the action of small lumps or granular objects falling in succession' 
'small, light, thin objects, or liquid of a dewy nature, continually falling and 
scattering' 
'the action of small, light objects falling softly, one after another' 
'to be dry, without moisture, oiliness or flavour: stale' 
'something like rice or bread becoming dry' 
'to be dry, having no moisture, oil content' 
'something like rice or bread becoming dry and hard' 
'the sound or action of hard wood and the like snapping suddenly' 
'the sound or action of something long snapping suddenly: crack' 
'the sound or action of tearing or breaking a thin, light material, and is also 
used to describe a vigorous chewing action' 
'the sound or action of biting something dry' 
'the sound or action of tearing, scratching or munching something' 
'the sound or action of biting into hard, crisp objects continuously, or the 
sound or action of scratching with sharp fingernail-like objects etc.' 
betabeta23) 'for something to be stuck to or pasted on to something' 
betobeto 'to be thick, glutinous, or sticky and to cover something' 
herahera 'to talk of senseless thing or laugh meaninglessly' 
herohero 'to fly at something with little or virtually no force: powerlessly' 
hetaheta24) 'to collapse or sit down in exhaustion after expending one's last ounce of 
physical or emotional strength' 
hetoheto 'to feel exhausted and utterly lacking in strength' 
potapota 'the sound or action of droplets of liquid or fluid dripping and striking a 
surface lightly and continuously' 
potopoto 
botabota 
'the sound or action of water droplets or other small objetcs falling' 
'the sound or action of drops of liquid or fluid dripping and striking a 
surface continuously' 
botoboto, 'the sound or action of drops of liquid or pellet-like objects falling' 
mosatt 'to be slow in reaction, not alert or sharp' 
mosomoso 'to eat something dry or to speak unclerly; mumble, mutter' 
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sakusaku25> 'a light, contiunous sound or action made when sand-like particles are 
pushed or mixed. for something to be cut crisply' 
zakuzaku26> 'for something to be cut or woven roughly or coarsely: chop up' 
sitosito27> 'description of fine rain falling: drizzle' 
zitozito28> 'to feel sticky from moisture or water content' 
taratara/torotoro, daradara/ dorodoro See the above entry. 
dakudaku 'to perspire or bleed heavily: gush' 
dokudoku 'a somewhat heavy fluid flowing out m large quantities with a vigorous, 
pulsating motion: ooze' 
dosyadosya 'the sound or action of rain or water falling heavily onto the ground: pour' 
basyabasya'the sound or action of water etc. st"riking against something and splashing 
or scattering everywhere: splash' 
dotadota 'the sound or action of creating noise, walking, falling over etc. in an unruly 
fashion' 
batabata 'the action of objects falling continuously one after another' 
Also dotabata is used to show the sound or action of jumping, leaping, running around 
etc. 
gabagaba 'the sound or motion of a strong current, or the movement of cloth filled 
with water or blown by the wind: gurgle' 
gobogobo 'the sound or action of water mixed with air being expelled or draining 
away: gurgle, bubble, gargle' 
kankan 'a high, clear sound produced when something matal is struck intermitten-
ly: clang' 
konkon. 'the continuous light sound of wood tapping on wood' 
karakara/korokoro/kurukuru/kirikiri See the above entry. 
garagara 'the sound or action of something hard and relatively heavy turning, rolling, 
falling or collapsing: rattle' 
gorogoro 'the sound or action of a considerably heavy object rolling: rumble' 
guruguru 'description of something rotating continuously or moving around' 
kasakasa/kosokoso, gasagasa/gosogoso, katakata/kotokoto, gatagata/gotogoto See 
the above entry. 
As explained before, the ablaut between a and o/o in Old Japanese was very 
productive, and Matsumoto (1974 : 125) suggests that there is a significant tendency of a 
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semantic opposition in words sharing the two vowels: nada 'soothe' ""' nodo 'peaceful', 
pasa 'nip' ""' paso 'narrow', kura 'dark' ""' kuro 'black', pira 'open (v.)' ""' piro 'wide' and 
so on. Apparently words with a mean "process" while those with o/o mean "result". The 
author would like to point out that there are some onomatopoeic words that follow the 
tendency. For example, barasu 'break to pieces' (*borosu), pasatsuku 'become dry' 
(*posotsuku), basatsuku . do. (*bosotsuku). Hetaheta expresses a motion caused by 
exhaustion, and therefore it is often used with the verb suwarikomu 's)t down suddenly'. 
There are derivative forms of hetaheta such as hetatt, hetabaru, hetarikomu, hetaru. On 
the other hand hetoheto shows a state as a result of exhaustion, and it is often used 
withthe verb naru 'become'. This is the case in herahera and herohero. Taratara shares a 
semantic relationship with tarasu 'drip (v.t.)', tareru ~'drip (v.i.)'. But torotoro does not have 
such derivative words which work as a verb i.e. *torosu and *toreru.29) 
In Old Japanese, saya has some derivative forms such as a noun sayagi 'rustle' and a 
verb sayagu 'rustle' but soya does not. 30) 
However there are not a few examples which counter the tendency. For example, 
mosatt is used to mean a slow character, e.g. Karewa mosatto siteiru. 'He is dull', while 
mosomoso IS used to describe a slow motion, e.g. N anikaga mosomoso ugoiteiru. 
'Something is moving restlessly'. Therefore it is possible to say that the tendency holds 
only for some onomatopoeic words. 
6 Conclusion 
Many examples from the Altaic languages and Japanese have been given which show 
the ablaut through roundness and tongue-raising. It is not clear that a speaker of Japanese 
is conscious of the vowel opposition between a and o, and it is possible to think that the 
ablaut of Japanese is caused because the two vowels are phonetically the closest compared 
to any other vowels in vocal cavity. 31 l However, this fact is not necessarily an obstacle to 
examining the hypothesis of the ablaut through roundness and tongue-raising. 
Supposing that the ablaut in these languages is caused by the opposition through 
roundness and tongue-raising, then is there any significance in this common feature in 
their linguistic performance? 
First of all, this phenomenon IS not used as an evidence that these languages share a 
linguistic origin. Because it often occurs in many languages by coincidence; for example in 
English there are some examples of the ablaut in onomatopoeia: clinkety-clank, clip-clop, 
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clitter-clatter, dilly-dally, ding-dong, flip-flap, flip-flop, jingle-jangle, · pit-a-pat, 
pitter-patter, shilly-shally, snip-snap, splish-splash, tick-tack, tick-tock, whip-whap, 
wishy-washy. In French, albeit less than in English, there are a few examples of ablaut 
types of onomatopoeia, such as clic-clac 'clitter-clatter, crack, click', cric-crac 'rip, tore; 
click', flic-flac 'slap', pif-paf-pouf 'slap, bang', et patati et patata 'chatter', tic-tac 
'tick-tack'32). In German: klipp, klapp 'rattle, pitapat, lap'; kling, klang 'ring, click, clatter'; 
klitsch, klatsch 'slap'; Pitsch, pqtsch 'lap'. 
There is vowel gradation between i and a (o in some cases) in onomatopoeic words of 
the three languages. It is likely that some onomatopoeic words are borrowed from one 
language by other, particularly in some of the European languages which are relatively 
close geographically. Interestingly, this kind of ablaut is seen in such onomatopoeic words 
of Chinese as dida 'rattle,· drip', dingdang 'clang', dingdong 'jangle', xixihaha 'roar, 
scream', pilipala 'sprinkle, clap' pinglipanglang 'clang' and pingpang 'bang'. No one would 
suggest that these common features support the genetic relationship between Chinese and 
some European languages. This is similar to the relationship between the Altaic languages 
and Japanese. 
However, at the same time, the author suggests that there may be a significance in the 
fact that a particular ablaut is dominant in a particular language, which could come from 
its own rhythmical sense or some linguistic consciousness relevant to the vowel system of 
the language; we are not, however, yet at the stage to give a definite answer. 
It is noticeable that the Altaic languages share a common feature in that they all have 
vowel harmony, although there are some exceptions. The ablaut of onomatopoeia is also 
related to this feature since that is a vowel phenomenon. The different languages treat the 
ablaut of onomatopoeia differently. 
First, Turkic languages have the most complete vowel harmony, where Turkish a and 
u, for example belong to the same vowel category, i.e.- the back vowel, and as we have 
seen, the ablaut of onomatopoeia occurs within the range which· vowel harmony allows. In 
other words, Turkic vowel harmony is so strong that vowels in the different categories, 
i.e. front vowels and back vmyels can not stand together in a pair of onomatopoetic 
words. Second, in Mongolian languages the vowel [78] is opposed to [-l:l-] in · Khalkha 
Mongolian, where [79] belongs to the low vowel group, -while [-l:l-] belongs to the high 
vowel group. Therefore, there is the ablaut between different vowel categories in 
onomatopoeic words of the language.33) In other Mongolian languages such as Kalmuck, 
Buriat and Ordas, [80] . make up the pair with not only ·a rourided vowel of the same 
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vowel category but also that of the opposite one. Third, in Manchu which has already lost 
practical vowel harmony, with the exception of verbal suffixes, a makes up the pair with 
not only rounded vowels, such as o, u, u, but the rest of the vowels, i.e. i and e. In other 
words, a appears with almost all vowels in onomatopoeic words of the language. 
These facts suggest the hypothesis that the the degree of maintenance of vowel 
harmony is inversely proportional to the distributive allowance of vowels in onomatopoeic 
words in the Altaic languages.34) 
Another two languages may be examined in relation to this hypothesis: Korean and 
Japanese. First, Korean has practically lost all vowel harmony yet in the literature it is 
possible to see vowel harmony clearly functioning. The language is not treated in this 
paper because in the ablaut of Korean there is not a clear opposition based on roundness 
which we have seen in other languages. The language does, however, contain many 
examples of the ablaut of onomatopoeia, and, interestingly, the ablaut is relevant to 
semantic difference,35) i.e. a vowel [a] is used to mean lightness, brightness, smallness, 
weakness, beautifulness, goodness and so on, while a vowel [81] means heaviness, 
darkness, largeness, strength, ugliness, badness etc. It is true that Korean seems to be a 
counterexample to the above hypothesis; the language has lost vowel harmony while it has 
relatively well-arranged vowel distribution in the ablaut of onomatopoeia; however, since 
Korean onomatopoeic words are different from other languages in terms of roundness,36) 
this language cannot be considered comparable in the author's point of view. On the other 
hand, Korean onomatopoeia supports another hypothesis shown at the beginning of the 
paper, i.e. onomatopoeia is peripheral phenomenon, so that it can preserve a feature which 
has already been lost in a central area of a language. As explained above, Korean vowel 
harmony has become almost extinct, but onomatopoeia maintains the opposition of two 
vowel categories based on vowel harmony. The author thinks that this is because 
onomatopoeic expressions are emotional and they are often used to express opposing 
emotions, such as lightness against heaviness, and goodness against badness. Therefore the 
consciousness of opposition in a semantic structure was useful to conserve the ablaut of 
onomatopoeia in Korean. See Noma (1990 : 38-40). 
The ablaut between a and o/o was very productive m Old Japanese, but it is difficult 
to say that it is a true vowel harmony, and, strictly speaking, the ablaut should be seen as 
the remains of or, at best, a very primitive form of vowel harmony. Matsumoto (1974 : 
150-152) explains that in Pre-Old Japanese there is a distinction between the two vowels 
a and o/o in some suffixes according to proceeding vowels. This is, seemingly at least, 
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similar to vowel harmony, especially to labial attraction seen in many Altaic languages.37> 
This is a phenomenon where rounded vowels often co-occur in a word, in other words, 
rounded and unrounded vowels are exclusive. There are; for example three perfective 
suffixes in Manchu: -:ha, -he, -ho. The first two suffixes respectively belong to opposite 
groups of vowel harmony while the last one is the same member as the first one in vowel 
harmony, but both are distinguished in terms of roundness. Therefore, Manchu has three 
types of suffixes. It is thought that the ablaut in Japanese shares similar features. 
On the other hand, it is possible to see that Japanese is comparable to Mongolian in the 
point that a pair in onomatopoeic words consists of two vowels belonging to different 
categories of vowel harmony in terms of roundness, and to Turkic in the point that the 
two vowels are predominant as vowel gradation. ~ccording to Matsumoto (197 4) there are 
a few examples where a and o/o co-occur in a word of Old Japanese, and these 
exceptions are usually explainable. Matsumoto (1974 : 148) explains that the fact that a 
and o/o never co-occur in a word is worth calling the law in· the true sense. In this 
meaning Japanese "vowel harmony" seems to be organized to some degree, and the ablaut 
of Japanese onomatopoeia supports the hypothesis concerning the degree of maintenance 
of vowel harmony and the distributive allowance of vowels in onomatopoeic words. 
As Matsumoto (197 4) explains, this "vowel harmony" had disappeared before it became 
more systematic because there occurred a different vowel system including a new vowel, 
i.e. e. But it can be thought that the consciousness of opposition between vowels remained 
thereafter for a while, and there is a possibility that onomatopoeia that should be situated 
in a peripheral area of the language are still current because they are emotional 
expressions and there is a semantic tendency between words having a and o/o, as we 
have seen regarding Korean. One example that onomatopoeia reflects the consciousness of 
an earlier structure is that, in Japanese, examples of onomatopoeia having a vowel e carry 
unpleasant feelings, such as berabera 'chatter' and deredere 'slovenly'. This is because the 
vowel occurs in the late period compared to others, and this condition has a certain 
influence on the deep consciousness of Japanese speakers. See Matsumoto (1974 : 151). 
Finally, there is another example to examine the relationship between the ablaut of 
onomatopoeia and a vowel system including vowel harmony. Uzbek, which has lost vowel 
harmony, like Korean, shares the feature common among other Turkic onomatopoetic 
words, as we have seen above. Although there still remains a possibility of borrowing, 
which seems highly likely in some cases, but unless Uzbek onomatopoeic words are directly 
borrowed from other Turkic languages which do maintain vowel harmony, that is, if they 
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are derived from Proto-Turkic, then this can be more evidence that the ablaut of 
onomatopoeia has survived even after vowel harmony disappeared in the language. This 
fact means that the ablaut of onomatopoeia is deeply rooted in the linguistic consciousness 
of speakers of Uzbek and it seems to support the hypothesis presented at the beginning of 
this paper. 
Notes 
1) The paper is based on a presentation given in the annual meeting of the Linguistic Society of 
Japan in the 11th, October 1992. The author would like to thank to Professor K.Takeuchi, 
Professor S. Saito, Professor T. Hayashi, Professor K. Murasaki, Professor M. Oshima, Professor 
M. Shogaito and Professor Y. Yukawa who gave many valuable comments and Mr. S. N. Bayley 
who kindly corrected English and gave valuable comm"ents. However all errors are the author's 
own. 
2) Here the term onomatopoeic words includes, for the sake of convenience, both examples of 
onomatopoeia in the narrow sense and mimetic words because the two expressions share many 
syntactic features and there is not a strict difference between them. 
3) Examples of onomatopoeia in which phonetic features not permitted m non-onomatopoeic words 
exist show that onomatopoeic words have a different phonological structure. For example, in 
Manchu consonants other than n exist at the end of words only in onomatopoeic words and 
borrowed words. This is one piece of evidence showing that onomatopoeic words are peripheral 
to a linguistic strucutre. 
4) Non ablaut onomatopoeia, e.g. duplication, is generally the most dominant in the Altaic languages 
and Japanese, but they are not the subject of this paper. 
5) It is very difficult to translate the subtle differences between examples of onomatopoeia into 
English and in some cases an exact English translation is not always possible, therefore broad 
equivalents have been given. 
6) See Chen and Lei (1985), and Shogaito (1989d : 99-102). According to Chen and Lei (1985: 5-10), 




rounded y 84 
7) There is a variant which has different vowels. 





high middle-high middle-low low 









620-626). The vowel system m Tatar is as follo-
back 




9) See Shnitnikov (1966), Geng (1986) and Shogaito (1989b: 1147-1151). The vowel system in Kazakh 
is as follows (the former is by Shnitnikov (1966) while the latter is by Geng (1986)) : 
front back 
high low high low 
unrounded i/i e, 90/91, e H/92 a/93 
rounded y/y 94/95 ¥/u o/o 
10) See Komatsu· (1979), Waterson (1980) and Shogaito (1989a: 829-833). The vowel system in Uzbek 
is as follows (the former is by Waterson (1980) while the latter is by Chen and Abudurou (19-
87)) : 
front 
high middle-high middle-low low 
unrounded 11/i 9, e/e a/96 
rounded / y /98 
back 
high middle-high middle-low low 
97 
y/99., o/o Y/ 
11) See Zhao (1985), Takeuchi (1991) and Shogaito (1989c: 282-288). The vowel system in New 
Uighur is as follows (the former is by Zhao (1985) while the latter is by Shogaito (1989c: 283)): 
front 
high middle-high· middle-low low 
unrounded i/i e/e 100/ /a 
rounded y/i.i 102/o 
back 
high middle-high middle-low low 
101/a 
u/u o/o 
12) See Alderson et al. (1984), Takeuchi (1987) and Hayashi (1989b: 1385-1395). The vowel system in 










13) See Ramstedt (1935) and Kuribayashi (1989b: 1300-1306). 












Kuribayashi (1992a: 814-827). 
815-817), the vowel system in Buriat is as follows : 
front central 
high middle low high middle 
unrounded 11 9 
rounded y (105) 










According to Kuribayashi (1992a: 
back 
high middle low 
a 
y 0 
501·517). According to Kuribayashi 
(1992b: 504) the vowel system in Khalkha Mongolian is as follows : 
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front central back 
high middle-high middle-low low high middle-high middle-low low 
unrounded H 9 [106] a 
rounded [107] [108] y[l09] y o 
16) See Kuribayashi (1989a: 1096-1 099). According to Mostaert (1968) the vowel system in Ordas is as 
follows : 
front central back 
high middle-high middle-low low high middle-high middle-low low 
unrounded e e 11 0 Ill 112 
rounded u [113] 114 o u 1} b o 115 
17) See Chou (1990). According to Hu and Chou (1990), the vowel system in Ewenki is as follows : 
front central back 
high middle-high middle-low low high T-iddle-high middle-low low 
unrounded i, 116 e a 117 
rounded 118 u 119 o 
18) See Norman (1978). The vowel system in Manchu is as follows : 
front central back 





19) Japanese examples are arranged not in alphabetical order, but m phonetic order because in the 
language, for examiJle taratara and daradara are semantically in very close. 
20) Another example through a/a is karasu 'a crow' and karaku 'crow'. 
21) kurukuru 'description of a light object continuously rotating: round and round' 905 
kirikiri 'a squeaking sound caused by revolving, winding or tightening something' lOc. 
22) The following six onomatopoeic words are thought to be related to parara and Para m Old 
Japanese. 
23) There is an explanation of bettari in the literature of the seventeenth century. 
24) There is an explanation of hetaheta in the literature of the seventeenth century. 
25) There is an example where sokusoku is used to express the sound of cutting, stepping on the 
sand or plowing in a field. See the above entry. 
26) Today most people use zokuzoku when shivering with cold or fright, but there is an example in 
the literature where the onomatopoeic word is used to express the sound of cutting. 
27) There is an example in the literature where sitasita is used to describe rain falling. 
28) There is an example in the literature where zitazita means wet. 
29) Both torokeru and toromeku derive from another meaning of torotoro, which denotes a 
description of melting. 
30) There is an example of soyogi 'rustle (n.)' in the literature of the tenth century. It IS possible to 
think that soyogi is made by analogy with sayagi. 
31) Following sound symbolism, a vowel i has a tendency to be isolated, therefore, there happens a 
closer semantic relationship between other vowels, such as a and u in the cardinal vowels. See 
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Jespersen (1964: 402-403). 
32) See Dutch tiktak, German ticktack. Another well-known example of borrowed onomatopoeic 
words in European languages is E. zigzag, Fr. zigzag and G. zickzack. There is an example of 
the ablaut in English, which is not an onomatopoetic word: rij-raf. This is borrowed from Old 
French rij et raj. 
33) Strictly speaking, vowel harmony is relevant only within a cluster of morphemes, thus 
onomatopoetic words having the vowels of different categories in Khalkha Mongolian are not 
against vowel harmony. 
34) Poppe (1965: 185) explains that rules of vowel harrr~ony in Tungus are very strict, while according 
to Chou (1990: 51c52); there are many kinds of ablaut in examples of onomatopoeia in the 
language. This fact does not follow the hypothesis. However, Chou (1990: 52) points out that the 
ablaut onomatopoeic words have a general tendency to imply something unpleasant, while this 
does not seem to be the case in Manchu. Therefore, there is a possibility that the ablaut 
onomatopoeic words in Tungus occurred comparatively in the late period. In Japanese there is 
another example concerning relationship between a semantic feature and the occurrence of a 
voweL See Matsumoto (1974:.151). 
35) Manchu has the same phenomenon: haha 'male' and hehe 'female'; ama 'a father' and eme 'a 
mother'. 
36) In examples of onomatopoeia having a labial, there is a vowel gradation in terms of roundness in 
the language. 
37) See Poppe (1965: 181-185) and Kiyose (1991b). The latter explains the fact that labial attraction in 
the Altaic languages developed in each language group independently. Jurchen, the oldest 
recorded Tungus language, did not have the phenomenon in suffixes, unlike Manchu, but, 
according to reconstructed forms in Kiyose (1977), some Jurchen words seem to follow labial 
attraction, i.e. words having o in the first syllable share o in the following syllables: bodolo, 
doroobo, omolo and tondo. It is true that Manchu is the next oldest, but as Kiyose (1977: 46) 
points out, several Jurchen words show more advanced features compared to Manchu, and there 
is a possibility that the reason why Jurchen did not have labial attraction in suffixes is that the 
phenomenon was disappearing in the language. 
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3 2 IIIaK;bip-III¥J(hlp 
33 d3alt-d3ult 




3 8 wrerreq-wU>rU>q 















47 daiJ dUIJ 
48 naiJ llUI) 
49 sar sur 
50 sart surt 
51 tsal tsul 
52 budr badr 
53 b<lllJ. btillJ. 
54 barns btir11S 
55 diid11neo dadnnao 
56 diir dar 
57 pao-plio, piio-pao 
58 plilt-palt (piilo palo) 
59 gediJ. &ocbJ 
60 Dai] Dl}I] 
61 xar x~r 
62 sar sur 
< 
63 fas tus 
< 
64 ts~ al ts~ul 
< 
65 owr oar 
66 GWIJgwr ~I]g<ar 
67 fwl fal 
68 f WI] f aiJ 
69 fwr far 
70 ozir ozur 
< 
71 GeDei] GODOI) 
72 pu:r pa:r 
73 pulpal 
74 xerr xarr 
75 ser sar 
76 gulurr galarr 





























p. 222 106 re 
107 (/J 
108 ce 
109 e 
110 a 
111 ci 
112 a 
113 CE 
114 ill 
115 a 
116 I 
117 g 
118 u 
119 e 
